FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AEROS Completes International Delivery of 40D ‘Sky Dragon’ Airship

Company Now In Production On Next-Generation Airship, 40E

Tustin, CA (December 04, 2014) – Today Aeros announced recent delivery of the company’s latest 40D ‘Sky Dragon’ airship S/N A40D-22 to its Mexico-based operators following a costal flight from Tustin, California to Tijuana, Mexico. Aeros’ pilot Corky Belanger, CEO Igor Pasternak, and flight engineer John Wertz were aboard for the cross country flight.

“We are ever-striving to serve our current and future clients by investing in product development and continuing to increase Aeros’ international footprint. The delivery of our latest FAA-certified airship is another step forward in this mission for our expanding worldwide presence outside the United States, Europe and Asia,” explains Pasternak.

The 40D ‘Sky Dragon’ was also certified by Mexico’s aviation regulators, making it the only airship to receive Type Certification in Mexico. The airship’s owner and operator anticipate it will be in full operation in Mexico next year following training.

The 40D is a versatile multi-role airship designed for mission applications ranging from advertising, broadcasting and tourism, to service as an aerial platform for various aerial surveillance missions (ISR) with low operational costs. The vehicle’s modern fiber-optic control system offers operators greater comfort, control and assurance of safety during operations.

Aeros has recently started production on the forthcoming 40E airship. Now under construction at Aeros’ engineering and manufacturing facility in Los Angeles, the next-generation 40E will incorporate the latest technology and design enhancements, maintaining Aeros’ leadership position manufacturing the world’s most technologically advanced non-rigid airships. The 40E will deliver additional payload capability, a variety of operational, safety and propulsion advancements, and reduced ground handling requirements, as well as improved pilot and passenger comfort.

Aeros is the world’s leading FAA-licensed lighter-than-air (LTA) manufacturer with products, solutions, and services utilized around the globe. Aeros’ product portfolio of airships, aerostats and other elevated ISR systems offers strategic and tactical benefits for both commercial and military operators. Aeros supports customers with turn-key solutions, providing design services, pilot and ground support training, maintenance and related support.

About Aeros: Founded 27 years ago, the Aeroscraft Corporation (Aeros) has grown from a small aerostat production manufacturer to a leading FAA-certified airship producer and R&D firm for the aerospace industry. Aeros has achieved multiple FAA airship Type Certificates and operates with a FAA Production Certificate, while featuring a product line that includes advanced airships, tethered aerostats and other ISR solutions utilized in commercial and government applications throughout the world. Learn more at www.aeroscraft.com
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